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Climate
•  Climate sensitivity will remain a key source of 

uncertainty in achieving targets like 2°C

Rogelj et al., 2012 (NCC)



Technologies - Generally
•  No single technology is absolutely necessary to “solve” 

the problem.

•  The goal is to eliminate fossil emissions as quickly as 
possible, less tied to specific temperature targets. 

Davis et al., 2013 (ERL)



Technologies - Efficiency
•  If there is one “most important” technology to focus on, 

it’s efficiency

•  Lots of gains to be had in building design, transport, 
lighting, heating/cooling, etc.

Rogelj et al., 2013 (Nature)



Technologies – Solar and WInd
•  Potential resources are big

•  PV module prices have fallen rapidly, now dominated by BOS, strong recent 
and projected growth rates

•  Wind technology has improved (low wind boosts capacity factor) and 
deployments growing by ~3%/yr

•  CSP technologies with overnight storage, load-following capability

•  Big breakthroughs are still possible (e.g., artificial photosynthesis, new PV-
active materials, tandem/polycrystalline, quayside assembly of offshore 
turbines, plant-level optimization of wind, supercritical or Brayton cycle CSP, 
etc.)

IPCC SRREN, 2011



Technologies – Solar and Wind
•  Major obstacles are cost, variability, and scaling-up 

(up-front capital expenditure/payback time)

IPCC SRREN, 2011



Technologies – Biomass
•  Substantial global resource (>250 EJ/yr) from residues (including 

urban and agricultural areas)

•  Potential for negative emissions

•  Major obstacle is (perception of) food vs. fuel



Technologies – CCS and CDR

•  Cost inversely proportional to CO2 concentration, 
methods tend to be energy and water intensive

•  Some technological breakthroughs possible, !
e.g., Jen Wilcox’s membranes, Bob Wilson’s fuels, 
Greg Rau’s accelerated weathering process

•  Lots of infrastructure required, moving masses of 
same order of magnitude as fossil fuels

•  Can be co-benefits (EOR/EWR, adding alkalinity to 
oceans)



Key Barrier – High Penetration of Variable Power Sources
•  Assuming electrification of transport, at grid- and annual-

scale, seems possible to get up to ~80% renewables 
without too much storage or curtailment—even without 
large-scale expansion of inter-regional transmission

•  But seasonal load spikes prevent higher integration 
without curtailment or expensive storage

•  And analysis was not “full reliability” study so that hour-
to-hour stability at local, “microgrid” scales is not proven

•  V2G and thermal storage in refrigerators/water heaters/
homes may offer cost-effective storage options, but 
policies need work (e.g., real-time metering, symmetrical 
pricing)

•  The greater the penetration of variable sources, the less 
marginal value of new variable sources



Technologies – Nuclear
•  5-10 GW of nuclear in US will shut down in the next 20 years

•  China is building >28 GW nuclear now

•  Cost to build nuclear in China is about half what it is in the US (~3 vs. 6 cents/kWh)

•  Theoretically possible to build >30 GW of nuclear per year, but no socio-political 
support in US

•  Gen IV concepts might provide increased safety and!
more efficient fuel cycles, but will take time and money!
to develop and probably won’t be any cheaper!
to build

•  SMRs may be more tractable size projects and offer!
other co-beneifts, but not much better in terms of!
cost and Gen IV designs would require same time!
and money



Policies That Work
1.  Economic signals (e.g., price on carbon, targeted tech subsidies, 

harmonized tech transfer laws)

2.  Performance standards

3.  R&D support (see, e.g., Erin Baker, Bob Armstrong, Nate Lewis)

Reality (That Doesn’t)
1.  Unreliable, unstable or non-existant

2.  Here and there, but far from the ideal Hal described in most places

3.  Too little in most places



Q1.   Can known technologies be deployed to solve the problem?

Q2.   Will they be?


Jae’s Questions:

A1.  Fossil fuels are plentiful, concentrated, dispatchable, and supported by 
hundreds of trillions of dollars of infrastructure.  We can replace them with 
carbon-free energy that is dispersed and variable, but it’ll cost us something.

A2.  Whether they’re deployed (and how much it’ll cost) largely!
depends on policies.  Whether symmetrical pricing!
of power or a carbon tax, we need at least some!
“policies that work.”  Without them, the answer is “no” for!
the reason Brian Flannery articulated: the opportunity cost
of quitting fossil fuels is too high.




Innovating Across the “Valley of Death”

Adapted from Grubb et al., Keio Econ Studies, 2004



Proof in the Recent Past?

IPCC AR5 (forthcoming)



We’re moving the wrong way.

Davis et al., in prep



Pathways?
Jae suggested that we could do better assessing specific policies, 
regulations, individual investment decisions.  I agree that’s a big 
missing piece:  

•  What are the pathways to a world without fossil CO2 emissions? 

•  Which policies are most effective and/or efficient?

•  How are costs distributed?

•  What policies are politically and socially feasible?

•  Are there certain policies that are necessary?
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